State Faculty Curriculum Committee  
COLORADO COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM  
March 11, 2016

CCCS Lowry Conference Center 1061 Akron Way, Denver CO 80230 Room 200A (The Chapel)

Meeting Information:  
Event number: 925 212 435  
Event password: Success2016  
Access code: 925 212 435  
Event address for attendees:  
https://cccs.webex.com/cccs/j.php?MTID=m4368a22c4c7cbc2a444f55c66182d08c  
Dial in number: 1-855-749-4750

DO NOT USE INTERNET EXPLORER as your web browser

Meeting Agenda  
Attendance: Mike Anderson NJC, Janet Brandau CCA, Kent Blevins RRCC, Fred Boettcher OCC, Kent Clement CMC, Jim Crandall Aims, Jeff Froyd CCD, Kris Gates PPCC, Christine Gaudinski Aims, Jennie Gross CCCS, Jen Harrell CCA, Lynnette Hoerner RRCC, David Johnson CNCC, Carol Kuper MCC, Beth Lattone CCA, Lindsay Lewan ACC, Kelly Martin CNCC, Warren Munick, PPCC, Ryan Newport TSJC, Michael Payne, PCC, Paula Provence ACC, Boyd Rodman PCC, Claudia Romero FRCC, Brenda Stevens, EGTC, William Tammonne CCCS, Scott Thompson NJC, Tracy White CMC, Matt Wilson FRCC, Becky Young LCC

Guests: Cindy Johnson ACC, Jo Yaromy FRCC, Carla Patton ACC

9:00 AM Approval of Prior Minutes, Boyd Rodman, PCC  
February 12, 2016 Minutes Approved

ANT 207 Elizabeth Hirsch, CCA  
Will go forward with GT status once it is available.  
ANT 207 Approved

HIT courses Cindy Johnson, ACC  
Changes necessary for accreditation.

HIT 112 - Approved  
HIT 150 – change of course description 
HIT 221 - Approved
HIT 225 – Approved
HIT 231 - Approved
HIT 241 - Approved
HIT 251 – Add HIT to title
HIT 252 - Add ICD to title Approved
HIT 289 – This course is very detailed, more than necessary for a Capstone. Suggestion to renumber this course. Jenny and Cindy will decide the new number together. The course will stay as a variable credit course.

HHP courses Jo Yaromy, FRCC
Jo thanked SFCC for the suggestions from the February meeting. She was able to step back and really understand the changes she needed to make.

HHP 224/HHP 116 – Requested to change to “HHP 116 Intro to Massage Technique I” – 100 level course, part of the 2:2 cleanup. Should be a LLB, 22.5 contact hours, not LEC. Is a massage course. #6 typo – should be “spirit”, #1 leave out the word “therapy” and remove the last word “historically”. Approved as HHP 116.

HHP 225/HHP 117 – Requested to change to “HHP 117 Intro to Massage Technique II” – 100 level course, part of the 2:2 cleanup. Should be a LLB, 22.5 contact hours. Approved as HHP 117.

HHP 120 – SFCC approved last month (Feb 2016); VPI’s pulled it back to remove the word success from course title. Title changed to “Intro to Integrative Health.” Course Approved.

HHP 122 – Change to LLB, 45 contact hours, course Approved.

HHP 220 – Change IX. D to “Treatment of animals and agriculture”. Change #3 – “… used in animal nutrition” Change title to “Exploring Holistic Animal Care”. Change spelling of “complimentary”, do not capitalize “Veterinary.” Change #10 to start with Examine… and remove the “Demonstrate an understanding of holistic animal care and explore”. Course Approved.

HHP 232 – Changed course title per VPI’s suggestion to “Integrative Coaching for Fitness” (Competency #15 – capitalize the first word). Course Approved.

HHP 262 – Changed course description per SFCC’s request in Feb 2016. Change I to “Basics of the brain.” Change II to “History and Literature”. Change #10 competency and outline “Discuss emerging trends in Integrative Health.” Have Jo make suggested changes, HOLD.

HHP 269 – Course title change: “Healing Presence.” Update capitalizations and “” to reflect grammar. #4 update… words have power and how this affects the healing continuum. Course Approved. (11 – Yes, 5 – No, 3 abstain)
ART 139 – Eliminate #6 from the competencies. In the course description, un-capitalize “Fine Art.” Course Approved.

COM 216 – Course Approved

CUA 120 – Added Beer to the title, but didn’t add it to the competencies. Send it back. HOLD

GUR 106 – Course Approved

GUR 112 – Course Approved

GUR 208 – Course Approved

GUR 209 – Archive Approved

GUR 211 – Archive Approved

GUR 212 – Course Approved

MGD 143 – Change course description second sentence: “Students will learn how to develop…” Fix grammar and caps throughout the course. Send back. HOLD

PHT 117 - #1 – what is being distinguished? Add “between”… Distinguish between professional…. #7 add in the pharmacy area to the competency. Send back, HOLD.

PHT 235 - Send this back for clarification on the title and competency #7.

SUS Prefix – Approved

SUS 101 – Broad competencies, need more detail to the scope of the course. Send back, HOLD

SUS 201 – Broad regarding content, but tool description with regards to the case studies exploration. Send back, HOLD

MAR 155 – Discipline vote, this prefix does not have a Discipline Chair. Course Approved.

DAN 255 – Course Approved.

DEH/WQM – BAS Programs, Contact Hours Approved

PAS – BAS Program, Contact Hours Approved
Academic Affairs Presented by William Tammone, System

Taskforce will be created to look at the “running out of numbers.” Looking for one or two people from SFCC to serve on this taskforce, send Jennie an email if interested. Boyd volunteers as the CTE, Lynnette as Transfer.

VPI’s approved AA and AS general electives.

2:4 Update – April 15th

Math Conference – March 28, re-evaluation on the necessary level of Math required for degrees. Important that discipline groups send representatives to advocate for all areas.

Adjournment

Boyd Rodman, Chair SFCC adjourned the meeting at 11:25am.

Minutes submitted by: Claudia Romero, FRCC.